
INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SOLUTION 

With the amount of equipment Long Branch Public Schools has, inventory is of utmost importance.  

Keeping track of, and being able to manage software wise, laptops, tablets, Chromebooks, etc. is a huge 

priority to assure we can properly manage and maintain all of our equipment.  Using a suite that PDQ 

offers, we currently run PDQ Inventory and PDQ Deploy.  These 2 pieces of software allow for us to both 

track our networked computers, laptops etc. as well as deploy software to them through pushes & 

schedules on an individual and/or mass basis.  It also allows us to pull detailed information on any 

device.  Again, thinking progressively and adapting to the rigorous demands of the Technology field, 

Long Branch Public Schools has created a position for an Inventory Technician.  While having a full 

technical skillset with the ability to perform daily break/fix duties, this technician has been in the field 

and understands the needs of our department.  Pairing him with an office area inside of Tech center has 

allowed us to use this amazing resource to gather quotes and keep track of inventory such as projector 

bulbs, solid state drives, network wires, etc. (things that are not connected to the network).  We have a 

full suite which houses most of our employees (the network team has a separate office a few doors 

down) that has personal space, locked storage, shelving units and filing cabinets.  The person in this 

position keeps the storage areas clean and organized so our techs can quickly and efficiently find 

anything that is needed.  Designated areas are always labeled and stocked appropriately.  The resources 

are reviewed by the inventory technician on a daily basis and he contacts various vendors to supply the 

Head of Technical Services with the lowest quotes.  The quotes are then reviewed and submitted to the 

Technology Director with written explanations for purchasing.  Having a true dedicated suite to house 

our equipment and employees, along with having an extensive software package and the proper 

personnel, Long Branch Public Schools is able to work in a streamlined and extremely efficient fashion. 

 

 



Description of inventory solution  

https://documentation.pdq.com/PDQInventory/19.3.42.0/ 

 

 

https://documentation.pdq.com/PDQInventory/19.3.42.0/

